The cross-product ratio w1 = pqi+i/qipi±i may be used as a measure of selection. The values p and q may be numbers in successive generations of two morphs or of two species, or they may be the numbers of two forms falling into two classes. For example, instead of successive generations they may be mated individuals versus unmated or those affected versus unaffected by some sort of disease. The quantities in the two categories are often, but not necessarily, expressed as frequencies, so that p = 1-q.
It is often of interest to know whether w, varies with q,. For an infinite population w is independent of q, so that for independent sets of data the regression of w on q will be zero if the selection measured by w is frequency-independent, and positive or negative if it is frequency-dependent. A negative covariance (or regression or correlation coefficient) for w or log w on q indicates negative frequency dependence. Attention has recently been drawn to the fact that finite sample size leads to bias which may invalidate such tests (Goux and Anxolabéhère, 1980; Anxolabéhère et a!., 1982) . It is also worth pointing out that the method is invalidated if the data available are sequences of frequencies and w is calculated for successive pairs.
The shortest sequence which could be used to provide an indication of the relation is three successive pairs of frequencies. These allow wo and w1 to be calculated. The slope of w on q is (wo-wi)/(qo--qi).
Suppose that selection is constant, so that w0 and w have the same mean (independent of q) but vary randomly about it. If w = i-Si then qj=woqo/(1-qo+woqo)(l-so)qo/(l-soqo), and the slope is (si -s)(l -soqo)/soqo(1 -qo). This expression is negative if ( -so)/so <0.
When the mean for s is zero that will be the case in the circumstances shown below. and to calculate the coefficient from the remaining pairs. The auto-correlation effect is then avoided and one is left only with the difficulties discussed by Goux and his colleagues. I am grateful to Dr Wallace Arthur for discussion of this problem.
